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tube the middle part of which is fashioned like a semi-cylindrical channel
with a hinged cover; inside this the tube containing the liquid to be
examined is placed. This channel carries at one end the polarising apparatus
and &t the other the analyser. The polarising apparatus consists of a lens
L (see Fig. 39), which collects the rays from a sodium flame *; of a polarising
nicol P; of a thin quarto plate Q cut parallel to the optical axis of the
crystal and fixed to a circular diaphragm so as to occupy exactly one-half
of the aperture. The analysing apparatus consists of an analysing nicol
A and a tubular eye-piece 0 ; by means of a milled head it is rotatable
fig. 39
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on its axis, together with a vernier which	round a graduated
and may be observed with a lens.
The thickness of the plate Q is such that when the vernier is at mm
the right and left halves of the field in the eye-piece appear equally
illuminated.   Before, however, the instrument is used, it must be
tained that the two halves are really equally bright when the vernier to tt
zero; if this is not the case, there is a displacement of the sero, which my
be corrected by means of a regulating screw*   When thin has been clone* tie
tube T of exactly determined length closed at the ends with two
and containing the solution to be examined, is interpo&cd.*   If the
1 This is obtained by a simple c»r double bunnen burner fitted at a certain	wWi
a chimney; in the hottest part of the         is placed a platinum	frpoon
sodium chloride (or better a c»lcto*d mixture of 380 parti of crystalis»4 trisodi&tt
f hiosphate and 59 parts of sodium chloride)* To obtain an ahwhtiety mo««>ctooia*.tfc
Kgbfe, tto light shmxld be parsed through a or volution of potswium
8a A* Ittutot poJarlttietir m&y be inserted between L md F (FHf* 3$}*
* l%r fit wstrotioti of the tttbw Had pwaiitioiift to fee	ift
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